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Hydration Summary, in Everyday Language:Hydration Summary, in Everyday Language:Hydration Summary, in Everyday Language:Hydration Summary, in Everyday Language:    
Proper hydration is essential for anyone exerting themselves in temperatures above 70

o
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o
C.  Exertion 

encompasses a wide variety of activities with one common component, perspiration.  Perspiration contains 
electrolytes, salt and other minerals that are essential to the body’s proper functioning, both physical and 
mental.  Without proper replenishment of the fluids and electrolytes, the body becomes dehydrated and 
begins to functional improperly.  Being ‘thirsty’ is the first symptom of dehydration. 
 

Hydration: The Physiological ImpactHydration: The Physiological ImpactHydration: The Physiological ImpactHydration: The Physiological Impact    
Water accounts for more than 60% of the human body and 90% of the brain.   
 
The body uses water to transfer nutrients and minerals (aka electrolytes) to all of its systems, including the 
brain.  During times of exertion, water carries electrolytes to, and waste (the by-products of exertion) from, 
the muscles.  The waste is transmitted, via water, to various organs and glands, including sweat glands, to 
be expelled.  As the body expels waste through perspiration, the water content drops and its ability to get 
fuel to the muscles and carry waste away diminishes.  As the muscles’ fuel supply is depleted and waste 
builds up in the tissue, the muscles function less and less efficiently.  Without adequate and timely 
rehydration, the body’s muscular system will eventually fail altogether, oftentimes in the form of cramps. 
 

The brain’s use of water is much more basic than the muscular system’s.  With relatively little, if any, waste 
to expel, the brain uses water for its synaptic activity and to provide fuel to the individual cells.  As the body 
becomes de-hydrated the brain’s water is re-distributed to other parts of the body.  This lowered water 
volume reduces the synapses’ ability to transmit electrical impulses.  The results of ineffective synaptic 
activity include the inability to focus and reduced cognitive processing.  Whether the body is on the field 
or the court, carrying a football, dribbling a soccer ball, shooting a basket or playing a tuba, as the brain 
dehydrates, the body’s ability to perform is impaired. 
 

Hydration: What to DrinkHydration: What to DrinkHydration: What to DrinkHydration: What to Drink 
With all the Sports and Energy Drinks, proprietary formulae and other fluids available today, each claiming 
that it is “the best” to re-hydrate with, the decision of which to drink and when to drink it, can be quite 
difficult.  A variety of factors to consider include:  

• Time remaining before exertion; 

• Intensity and duration of the exertion; 

• Time since exertion; 

• Temperature and humidity of the venue; 

• The overall conditioning of the athlete. 
 

The National Federation of State High Schools (NFHS) and most other dietetic and athletic training 
professionals in the country agree that Energy Drinks should not be used for hydration, especially if the 
body is already dehydrated.  The chemicals that provide the energy can cause additional physical harm to a 
dehydrated body. 
 

The NFHS states in its Position Statement and Recommendations for Hydration to Minimize the Risk for 
Dehydration and Heat Illness that ““““For most exercising athletes, For most exercising athletes, For most exercising athletes, For most exercising athletes, the idealthe idealthe idealthe ideal    fluid for prefluid for prefluid for prefluid for pre----hydration and rehydration and rehydration and rehydration and re----
hydration is water.  Water is quickly absorbed, well tolerated, an excellent thirst quencher, and cost hydration is water.  Water is quickly absorbed, well tolerated, an excellent thirst quencher, and cost hydration is water.  Water is quickly absorbed, well tolerated, an excellent thirst quencher, and cost hydration is water.  Water is quickly absorbed, well tolerated, an excellent thirst quencher, and cost 
effective.”effective.”effective.”effective.”  A complete copy of this Position Statement, as well as a number of other documents related to 
Hydration and Heat Related Illnesses, can be found in the Hydration & HRI section of the Reference 
Documents page on our website (www.waterboysports.com ). 
 
 


